Jk stereo upgrade

Sound Bar Buying Guide. Home Theater Systems Buying Guide. Home Theater Receivers
Buying Guide. Home Speaker Deals. Receiver Deals. Turntable Deals. Devialet's new Phantom
range innovates across the board: design, signal processing, user interaction, and efficiency.
TV Buying Guide. AV Receivers Buying Guide. TV Deals. Sound Bar Deals. Read more.
Headphone Buying Guide. Headphone Deals. Bluetooth Speaker Deals. From the latest on-ear
headphones to truly wireless earbuds, we share our favorite headphones and accessories.
Shop now. Car Fit Finder. Schedule a free consultation today. When our client stopped by our
store to upgrade his Jeep Wrangler , he had two requirements: he wanted the best-possible
sound without having to compromise storage space especially in the trunk area and have a
touchscreen that was easy to use but was powerful enough to support a wide variety of sources
like Apple CarPlay, a backup camera, and tuning options to get that next-level sound quality.
The client wanted an OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer look and feel, so we had to reuse
the existing tweeter pods on the top of the dash. The resulting look and sound, of course was
slick and engaging, and did not disrupt the signature "Jeep look. Because we had used Focal
car speakers in the front half of this installation, it was important to keep the same manufacturer
on-board when we replaced the overhead speakers. We wanted something that would reside
behind the OEM grilles but offer superior sound quality compared to the existing speakers.
Tucked behind the existing grilles and thriving on the power from the upgraded amplifier, these
speakers sound amazing whether you're riding along to Pearl Jam or bumping Kanye's new
beats. It pokes through that rear wheel for an unobstructed view of the area behind the Jeep.
Now, the customer will be able to see anything or anyone behind the Jeep in all of those blind
spots that the Wrangler has - safety first, Jeep lovers! Interested in upgrading a different car?
Learn more about our car stereo design and installation services here. When all was said and
done, the client and his rescue pups! You must be logged in to write a comment. Log In. Sign up
to receive exclusive offers and recommendations from our experts! World Wide Stereo.
Navigation Search Help Cart. Home Audio Home Audio. Ready to find your speaker soulmate?
Browse our selection of premium home speakers. Shop Now. See what TVs were voted Best of
Check out what our experts think are the best car stereos of Our Services. All of our projects
are expertly designed and installed. Get Inspired. Filed Under: project profiles. By Chris
Mulhearn. Sound and Storage When our client stopped by our store to upgrade his Jeep
Wrangler , he had two requirements: he wanted the best-possible sound without having to
compromise storage space especially in the trunk area and have a touchscreen that was easy to
use but was powerful enough to support a wide variety of sources like Apple CarPlay, a backup
camera, and tuning options to get that next-level sound quality. Roll Bar Speakers Because we
had used Focal car speakers in the front half of this installation, it was important to keep the
same manufacturer on-board when we replaced the overhead speakers. A man, a Jeep, and his
dogs Meet the Car Audio Specialist. Write a Comment You must be logged in to write a
comment. Visit A Showroom. Ardmore, PA. Want the inside scoop? Sign Me Up. Don't void your
vehicle's warranty with a hacked radio. Compatibility Guarantee Guaranteed to Work. Sure you
can find a free or cheap hack, but what happens next? Does your volume button on the radio
stop working? Will the buttons on your steering wheel function the same? In reality, with a
"hack", you just can't be sure. B y buying OEM equipment, you prevent voiding your warranty.
As a voided warranty will be the only certainty about your new hacked radio. When you upgrade
to a more advanced infotainment system, you open up more optionsâ€”including important
features that improve safety. A backup camera, cargo camera or on-board navigation allows you
to keep your eyes on the road. With CarPlay or Auto you can take important apps with you.
Wehn you purchase an Infotainment. We offer a compatibility guarantee on everything we sell.
You will also get an expertly engineered solution. You won't have to worry about cutting or
splicing wires, or purchasing additional parts to complete your install. We have built our
business by serving our worldwide satisfied customers and auto dealerships with excellent
products at a competitive price. Our expertise with these vehicle manufacturer's electronics
gives our customers the confidence to know what they're purchasing will be reasonably priced
and fully compatible with their vehicle, guaranteed! We surround ourselves in the latest
automotive infotainment technology everyday and offer these alternatives to our customers. An
answer for Jeep Wrangler owners with aftermarket oversize OR factory wheels who want to add
the safety and practicality of rear vision. This first-to-market line of Jeep Wrangler rear vision
systems gives you an OEM look, while easily connecting a backup camera to your touchscreen.
Simply fill-out our CLUSTER FORM after purchasing and we'll get started programming your
new cluster to the exact specifications of your truck's current mileage, engine drive hours, and
engine idle hours. Infotainment was very helpful with getting my new screen properly installed.
Very happy with it. Feeling much safer having CarPlay and all that it allows. Amy W. Great to
work with, products are amazing and perfect. I am so happy to deal with them. I love my Ram

even more now than the day I first picked it up! Thanks again. Darren V. I'm not an electronics
guy, and after watching the video a few times I got it installed myself in about 20 minutes. The
hardest part of the install was getting the vents out of the old bezel and into the new bezel.
Daniel M. Copyright Infotainment. Real Factory Equipment - No Hacks. Additional Safety
Features. Have a Question? Speak to a Live Sales Technician Now Call About Infotainment.
Upgrade to More Options. Find an 8" Upgrade for Your Ford Vehicle. Here's what our customers
are saying Orders will be shipped via standard shipping 3 to 15 business days. Only valid on
items that have this message on their item page:. Toggle navigation. Contact Us. Subscribe Get
Special Coupons. Switches Visors. Remote Starts Tuners. Center Caps Tire Covers. Tire
Pressure Monitoring Spare Tires. Hats Jeep Sweatshirts. Shirts Sunglasses. Jeep Jewelry
Accessories. Kicker Audio Systems. Adventures need anthems. Jeep drivers travel to
hard-to-reach places for challenging activities, and the right song gives the perfect motivation
for whatever lies ahead. Sometimes music gets hard to hear with a Jeep, though. It can be hard
to hear music over the sound of the wind - that's a problem especially for the Jeeps with no
doors. Make that music sound the best it can with our Jeep audio systems by Kicker, one of the
most recognized names in car audio systems. Just for Jeeps offers audio systems made by
Kicker to Mopar's precise specifications. That means these speakers and amplifiers plug
directly into your Jeep's existing wiring, without the need for wire splicing. Just for Jeeps offers
a full line of Jeep audio accessories, including a variety of two-way speakers and tweeters made
to fit in the front or rear of your Jeep. A new subwoofer will add a powerful, full bass sound to
your favorite music. And our Kicker amplifiers will give your audio system all the power it
needs. Your favorite songs will sound so much better on the road. Kick up the power of your
radio with a new Kicker audio system, and make sure that each note of your new anthem
sounds fantastic. If you want deep, powerful bass, we offer a choice of watt subwoofers. One of
them is designed for your Grand Cherokee, Compass or Patriot. The other one is just for
Wranglers. We also offer a selection of tweeters and full-range, 6" X 9" and 6. To take full
advantage of your audiophile speakers, you'll want to upgrade your power with one of our
four-channel amps. Like the speakers, Kicker amp's will fit perfectly in your Jeep. Kicker is the
world's premier, high-performance car stereo manufacturer, and Mopar is the sole supplier of
genuine Jeep parts. It's a match made in musical heaven. Thank you for joining our newsletter! I
am still not sure why these guys let me do this stuff. Make it all work. And make it look good
when you are done. But make it look pretty? Um, after all these years I would think they would
know me better. I gotta tell you, installing one of these is more complicated than installing a
regular head unit. And that is all without putting an amplifier in the Jeep. However, it also does
say that it does navigation, and as delivered from Quadratec, it includes the auxiliary TomTom
navigation unit. I ended up going in there with a Dremel tool and a reinforced cutoff wheel so
that I could cut it in half and get it out. Once that was out, the Sony fit in the dash, and it was
time to put the mounting brackets on it to see how it fit with the outer dash panel. I laid it down
next to the original head unit to get a rough idea of where the mounting holes had to go. Next
step is to bolt it into the dash and reinstall the outer panel. Even with matching the new head
unit with the factory one, it took me two or three tries to get it in there correctly so it looked
good like they wanted it to. It talks to the factory computer to allow the new head unit to turn on.
The Sony included wires to get from the back of the unit out about 6 feet, so that you can plug
in all your little gizmos and doo-dads. These plugs are in the dash behind the head unit, so to
keep them from vibrating loose and forcing me to pull the dash apart again, I taped them up.
That should hold for as long as I need it to. I called TomTom, Sony, and Quadratec, and they all
had never heard of this problem before. The problem is, when the navigation is active, the
music from either the satellite radio or streaming over Bluetooth is broken. It plays for several
seconds and then goes completely quiet for one or two seconds. That gets super annoying
really quickly. The only solution I found was to just unplug the TomTom if I wanted to listen to
either of those two music sources. If anyone has had this problem before and knows how to fix
it, please let me know. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Pete Trasborg Photographer,
Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Sound Bar Buying Guide. Home Theater Systems
Buying Guide. Home Theater Receivers Buying Guide. Home Speaker Deals. Receiver Deals.
Turntable Deals. Devialet's new Phantom range innovates across the board: design, signal
processing, user interaction, and efficiency. TV Buying Guide. AV Receivers Buying Guide. TV
Deals. Sound Bar Deals. Read more. Headphone Buying Guide. Headphone Deals. Bluetooth
Speaker Deals. From the latest on-ear headphones to truly wireless earbuds, we share our
favorite headphones and accessories. Shop now. Car Fit Finder. Schedule a free consultation
today. Thousands of Jeep Wrangler drivers around the country love their Jeep, but hate their
Jeep's factory-installed sound system. Typical complaints include:. World Wide Stereo
specializes in bringing Jeep Wranglers up to speed, and then some, with a very affordable

selection of upgrades, hand-picked just for Jeep â€” and installed by our award-winning car
audio technicians. We offer:. A man, a Jeep, and his dogs. It's a real love story. Our client had
two requirements during this Jeep Wrangler build: he wanted the best-possible sound without
having to compromise storage space. Word is spreading, as more and more Jeep owners turn
to World Wide Stereo to make things right. Sign up to receive exclusive offers and
recommendations from our experts! World Wide Stereo. Navigation Search Help Cart. Home
Audio Home Audio. Ready to find your speaker soulmate? Browse our selection of premium
home speakers. Shop Now. See what TVs were voted Best of Check out what our experts think
are the best car stereos of Our Services. All of our projects are expertly designed and installed.
Get Inspired. Jeep The issue? Typical complaints include: Very poor, very flat, sound quality.
Not enough volume, especially with the top down. Little to no bass. Tinny high end, no detail in
music. Poor security â€” easy to break in. Poorly thought-out, ill-conceived, factory navigation.
The fix? We offer: Improved sound quality and volume via upgraded speakers and a more
powerful amplifier. Choose from a number of custom solutions for better, more solid bass
reproduction. Even on Wranglers with the OEM subwoofer. As well as advanced security
systems from Viper and Audiovox Prestige. An install by World Wide stereo means you keep the
audio controls on your steering wheel. We also retain the satellite radio antenna installed by
Jeep, plus the factory speaker locations and the stock speakers grills that cover them. So your
Jeep looks like it should! Our installations take up little-to-no room, so you don't give up
valuable cargo area to accommodate an upgraded audio system. Keep your jeep. And turn it up!
Email one of our experts: Let us know your name:. Where can we email you? We never share
any email addresses. What can we help with? Call us Toll Free:. Visit one of our locations:. Visit
A Showroom. Ardmore, PA. Want the inside scoop? Sign Me Up. With so many aftermarket
parts out there for the Jeep JK platform, it can be hard to gauge just where to start to get your
JK ready for going off-road. Ground clearance, ground clearance, ground clearance. Being able
to get over that obstacle can be the difference between finishing the trail and needing a tow out
â€” and keeping your center of gravity low will help you keep your jeep shiny-side-up, should
you get a little angle. The long arms help keep the Jeep JK stable and smooth out the ride
onroad, in addition to correcting the suspension geometry. Clearance is nothing without grip.
Extreme off-road enthusiasts will appreciate the great ride and handling that this mud tire has
on the highway, thanks to the Mickey Thompson Power Ply, with a 3-ply sidewall for better
performance handling, puncture resistance and improved towing capacity. Got Beadlocks?
When you get out on the trails, you can often find yourself needing to air down your tires for
increased traction â€” and under these conditions, without a beadlock, the tire can unseat itself
and come off the rim. Hutchinson has strong ties to the Military and Department of Defense, and
has recently adapted their military-grade wheels for consumer 4x4s. Your headlights are great,
but out on the trail or on the dunes, you need every bit of light you can get to see every obstacle
in your path, and not everything is illuminated from the angle of the headlights. Being stuck on
the trail with a broken driveshaft is no fun at all. These JE Reel heavy-duty OE-Replacement
style Driveline components eliminate the weak factory driveshaft entirely and beef up the Axle
U-Joint and CV-Joint at the transfer case and are a straightforward bolt-in replacement for the
original. Check out our selection of Jeep JK parts by clicking here. Add Dash Camera. Works
with select Kenwood multimedia receivers. The add to cart button is disabled because the
following component is not selected:. Android Auto was designed with safety in mind. Some
features, applications, and services are not available in all areas. For details
eton parts diagram
hayward 2 speed pump wiring diagram
2001 ford expedition coil pack
, see: The system is completely offline, meaning no reliance on a mobile phone or 4G
connection, and it comes preloaded with the complete digital collection of Hema Maps
preloaded. Once the Navigation System is connected to the Kenwood Head Unit, the Navigation
Icon on the screen will allow the navigation to be easily accessed. Other units may be
compatible, thorough testing of different models will continue and this list will continue to be
updated. Camera Dimensions : Wmm x H Get a quick installation quote Call for an instant quote
during business hours , or use the contact form below. Contact sales ppacaraudio. Choose
Reverse Camera Below. Add-Ons Option Total:. Water Proof Design. Includes Flexible Mounting
Bracket. Can be used as a front camera with Kenwood models with dual camera inputs.
Dimensions WxHxD : This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged. Related
Products. In-Store order pickup option is currently unavailable. We apologise for any
inconvenience.

